Five Reasons

Why Your Office
Needs Elo

Elo @ The Office delivers the widest range of interactive technologies for enterprise and hospitality environments.
From wayfinding and reception to room booking and white boarding, Elo can help you increase productivity of your
employees and meetings with commercial-grade touchscreens from 10 to 70 inches. With the broadest interactive
product portfolio in the industry, Elo has a solution to create simple interactive experiences designed to fit your
needs.
Meeting Room Scheduler
Help employees stop double bookings, meeting interruptions, and location confusion with easy to use all-in-one
touchscreens for room scheduling. Empower employees to reserve conference rooms easily and know at a glance if a
room is available or reserved.
Collaboration Tools, White Boards and Touch Tables
Delight employees and encourage interaction and collaboration with giant wall-mounted touchscreens for presenting,
brain storming, white boarding and video conferencing. Deliver 360 degrees of brilliant, engaging content to enhance
teamwork and entertain anywhere in the office.
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1. Boosts Efficiency

With Elo installed outside your meeting rooms, your team can streamline planning and communication inside the
office. Whether it’s being able to easily see what conference rooms are available, scheduling meeting rooms on
the fly or checking in for a meeting, Elo solutions enable offices to allocate resources and shorten the time it takes
organizing and starting meetings.
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2. Reallocates Labor
With Elo touchscreens in your lobby, you’ll be able to
welcome visitors and empower them to check in with a
simple touch, alerting the appropriate person to come
out to greet them. It frees up their administrative time, so
more time can be dedicated to accomplishing tasks that
make or save the company money.

3. Simplifies Your Technology
With Elo, you can say goodbye to the messy cables,
confusing plug-ins and setups for screensharing in conference rooms. No more calling tech support each time
your visitor wants to give a presentation. Got an Internet
connection? Elo computer module loaded with DisplayNote’s Montage software enables wireless meeting
collaboration by simply typing in a URL to immediately
connect to the touchscreen.

4. One Invoice, One Support
Your IT team already knows Elo’s technology from its
consumer-facing screens in retail and hospitality. Now,
they can eliminate the learning curve needed to onboard
new vendors and technology for internal use cases! The
architecture, tools and technology are seamless and
operate just as it they do for customer-facing
environments. No more hassle in dealing with multiple
vendors for multiple technology uses. Elo is your
technology one-stop shop.

5. Software Agnostic
With Elo, you get simple, durable and low-maintenance hardware and a platform that works with any software,
giving you complete freedom, especially when choosing among the many software programs and apps for
conference room scheduling and video conferencing ensuring flexibility for your organization you grow.
Need help identifying the right software solution for your employees? Our expert team can help connect you
with our ecosystem of trusted partners!
Envision a seamless corporate journey, one that starts when a visitor checks in via virtual receptionist, continues with
interactive wayfinding to their meeting point, and concludes with stress-free collaboration inside a meeting room.
Elo is there at all touchpoints, communicating your brand’s messages, streamlining efficiencies, simplifying work
and saving time for everyone from the IT team to employees and guests.
After all, Elo enhances every aspect of the business, both on the consumer side and on the employee side with a
powerful unified architecture and configurable solutions to fit your environment.
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Wayfinding

Meeting Room Scheduler

Provide visitors with assistance and
entertainment from the moment they enter the
lobby or corporate office, making it easy to
navigate the building and amenities. Empower
visitors to self-serve with an eye-catching
touchscreen kiosk to quickly identify the
company, floor, contact or conference room they
need.

Help employees stop double bookings,
confusion and interrupted meetings with easy
to use wall-mounted touchscreens for room
scheduling. Empower employees to reserve
conference rooms easily and know at a
glance if a room is available or reserved.

Virtual Receptionist

Collaboration Tools, White
Boards and Touch Tables

Welcome visitors with a consistent experience
that’s interactive and available 24/7. An easy to
use touchscreen kiosk provides an extension of
the corporate identity and fast self-service for
visitors to check-in, contact employees and
arrive at meetings on time.

Delight employees and encourage
interaction and collaboration with giant
wall-mounted touchscreens for presenting,
brain storming and white boarding. Deliver
360 degrees of brilliant, engaging content to
enhance team work and entertain anywhere
in the office.

Lobby Signage & Corporate
Communications
Let visitors control their experience by placing
interactive digital signage displays in public
settings like a lobby, hallway, or foyer to
display videos, announcements, news,
websites, and more.

To find out more about our extensive range of Elo touch solutions, go to elotouch.com, or call the office nearest you.
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